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When it comes to kayak locks it is easy to see that there isn’t a huge selection out there. Most of the ones out

there are nothing more than glorified bike locks. The Lasso Security Cables seem to be an exception though.

With kayak locks made from galvanized air craft cable these kayak locks are among the thickest and strongest

cable kayak locks on the market.

Kayak Lock- Ease of Use

The Lasso Security Cables come with very easy to follow directions. The cable is very easy to work with. It’s

not like some of the stiff cables they have on the market that seem to want to bend the opposite way you

desire. What is really nice about this kayak lock is that it uses a combination lock so you don’t have to worry

about losing keys.

Kayak Lock- Multi-Tasking

Lasso Security cables makes a variety of kayak locks based on the size of your kayak and what type of kayak

you have. This means that there isn’t much use for the lock other than for the kayak you purchased it for.

Meaning a sea kayak lock will fit a variety of sea kayaks but it will not work for a playboat.

Kayak Lock- Strength

Like I said before, the Lasso Security Cables sport the largest and thickest cable out there. A thief would have

an easier time trying to steal your entire roof rack than getting through this kayak lock. The lock also hosts a

four digit tamper proof combination lock. This cable just looks mean. Since kayak locks work more as a theft

deterrent than actually keeping your kayak from being stolen, this kayak lock just looks hard to break.

Kayak Lock- Effectiveness

When I talked to the guys over at Lasso Security Cables about their kayak locks they told me the they

designed the highest quality, easiest to use, simplest to install and the most effective theft deterrent available

for your kayak. I couldn’t have said it any better. This is by far the best cable kayak lock on the market.
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